Modular web platform for creative conference and association websites.

WAVE

A cutting-edge web experience for users and editors.

Advantages for Web Users: Innovation and Interaction

- Unique customised Webdesign with your brand
- Optimized for display on devices of all sizes, including tablets and Smartphones
- Integrate social media for optimum engagement
- Linked to other K.I.T. Group tools, for example REACT (registration and accommodation) or FAMS (abstract submission)

Advantages for Editors: Efficiency and Flexibility

- WAVE Websites and CMS can be programmed in a multitude of languages.
- Modular Web Platform: a number of modular features which can be switched on and off depending upon requirements. From a simple web presence to an association website with member login and interactive content, WAVE is completely flexible and can be individually designed to suit all needs.

Here are only two examples of the many module possibilities:

- **WAVE People** - enter a person (speaker, chairman, committee member etc..) into the system. All mentions of this individual throughout the website will automatically update when changes are made to information.
- **With WAVE Event Calendar** the editor can create an agenda displaying all past and future events. An interactive interface allows the user to display either minimal or complete details upon demand.

Contact K.I.T. Group to learn more about this easy to use and completely innovative web platform system.

K.I.T. Group
Association & Conference Management
info@kit-group.org